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The collapse of the airlines, which broke into the press this
clea�ly illustrates bank policy on refinancing.
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solution for the Rockefeller standpoint for air

railroads, and other

bankrupt secbors

is preCisely federal

bail out, which would secure the banks' loan assets.

This is the same

solution the banks have been fighting for with respect to their New

York paper.

Credit

infusions into the

banks, as Federal Reserve

Chairman Burns has been dOing, can only be a short-term solution for
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will clog the banks with a lot of reserves wh
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The

President's track record under similar conditions of

stress in the

New York

City

situation makes it likely

that he will

attempt to compromise his way out of each of the above predica
ments.

Whatever bailout and tax cut legislation finally

emerges,

it will do little save postpone disaster while alienating

from at-.least some of his "friends."
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is growing more,

not less anxious over the N ew

York situation and its ramifications.
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